
2022-2023 In Service
Conference Forms

Please make sure on the Education Home Visit/ Parent Teacher Conferences
that you have checked/ marked a location on the form, as well as COPA.  If
the location for the Education Home Visit is anywhere other than Home then
please give the reason.  ** Please make sure that you have listed a reason if
the visit is held at SCHOOL or OTHER as the Education Home Visits are meant
to be held in the child’s home. Make sure as you are listing the time that you
are writing AM or PM. Remember not to use white out on any of the
documents. Initial next to errors when making changes.

Changes to Conference forms:

** The required time for all Education Home Visits and Parent Teacher
conferences is at least 30 minutes in duration.

1. During your first Education Home Visit, you will be discussing:
screening results, School Readiness goals, classroom events, child
health information, attendance, and parent participation.

2. During the second Education Home Visit, you will be discussing: TS
Gold Results, School Readiness, Classroom Events and Attendance.

3. During the first Parent Teacher Conference, you will be discussing: TS
Gold Results, School Readiness goals, Brigance Teacher Questionnaire,
and Classroom events.

4. During the final Parent Teacher Conference, you will be discussing: TS
Gold Results, School Readiness Goals and Classroom Events (end of the
year).

Make sure that you have marked there in the section labeled “Items of
Discussion.”   You may also discuss any other topics during the Home
Visit/Parent Conference but these are the required topics for each visit.
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Important Topics to go over as a Reminder:

1. After you complete the 1st Parent Teacher Conference, make sure your
parents have chosen their two activities from a total of four printed
activities. After the parents select the two they wish to work on with
their child(ren) discard the other two activities. Unless there is an
activity that you may find beneficial to add to the provided lesson plan.
The ONLY reason you're taking the four activities to the parent is
to give them choie.  They MUST choose from the activities in order
for us to be able to say that they were able to make a decision
concerning their child(ren)’s academic wellbeing.

2. If a child enrolls after the date (below), he/she will need to be
added to Teaching Strategies Gold on the first day of the NEXT
checkpoint season:

Fall: September 15th- This child will not need to be added to TSG
until October 31st.

Winter: December 15th- This child will not be added to TSG until
January 31st.

Spring: March 1st- This child will not be added to TSG until he/she
returns next fall season.

Lesson Plans

A current copy of your lesson plan needs to be kept in a folder on your desk,
this copy will show individualization.  Post the most current lesson plan on
the wall. Children’s initials are not to be on this copy of the lesson plan.
After each assessment, you need to print out the Class Profile Report found
on TSG and place this in front of the lesson plan folder.  This report will help
you when individualizing your lesson plan.

** Begin individualizing your lesson plan within the first two weeks of
school by using the children’s initials throughout ( for your copy).
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Daily Schedule

Please submit your classroom daily schedule to your Director/ Education
Coordinator. This schedule is due no later than 14 days after the beginning of
school.  The Director/ Education Manager will then submit those schedules to
your Team Manager at the Grantee Office.  If there are any changes in the
schedule you must re-submit it.  Your Team Manager will go by that when
scheduling CLASS, as well as any other routine Classroom Observations.

Pedestrian and Bus Safety/ First Bus Evacuation Drill

Pedestrian/ Bus Safety and the first bus evacuation drill must be conducted
within the first full week of school.  (1st 30 days for Head Start policy). Two
more bus evacuation drills will need to be completed by the end of the
school year. These will need to be written on your lesson plan.

Behavior Management

Each classroom must have an appropriate Behavior Management System
that they utilize.  The Behavior Management Systems must be posted in the
classroom.  You must explain to your children how they work.  Each day is a
new day and all children will start out new.  If you have to move a child down
the chart or to a different spot on the chart, you must not leave them there
for very long.  You must move them back up when you see that they have
made a good choice by listening to the classroom rules, following directions,
using good manners, etc…
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Examples:
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Examples of what not to use:
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Word Wall

Each classroom must have a working Word Wall, meaning the alphabet
should be displayed on a wall in large letters with words placed under some
or all of the letters. The word wall should be stationary (NOT portable) and
on the children’s eye level. Teachers should be introducing at least one new
vocabulary word each day that can be found on the current lesson plan. You
may take down previous words as it gets too full and it is good practice to list
each child’s name on the Word Wall under the appropriate letter.  This is
because the child’s own name, as well as the names of the other children in
the room, are often the child’s first interest in learning to write letters.

Fairness Chart

There must be a fairness chart located somewhere in the classroom
identifying how children are appropriately transitioned between activities. It
will likely identify children by a letter, number, shape, animal, etc that has
been placed on their assigned table. The tables should be fairly rotated so
that the “Blue table”: does not always transition first or last.
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Room Arrangement

1. The following centers are required: Dramatic Play, Blocks, Fine Motor,
Science, Library, Writing, Art, Music, Computer, and Sand/Water. The
following centers can be mobile: Writing, Music and
Computer/Technology; the rest should be stationary. Quiet and noisy
centers should NOT be positioned right beside each other.  Quiet
Centers: Library, Writing, and Listening. Buffer Centers: Computers
Math, Science, Fine Motor and Art.  Noisy Centers: Dramatic Play,
Blocks, and Music.

2. The block Center should be large enough for 3 children to build and
play in, at the same time and enclosed on 3 sides with only one
entrance. There should be a flat surface for the children to use for
building while giving them a comfortable place to sit on the floor.

3. The library area should be positioned in a quiet place away from noisy
centers and enclosed on three sides.  As a reminder, the soft couch in
the library does not count as a wall.

**Photos and names of children should be found on cubbies and tables
as well as in multiple areas throughout the room.  Some of these areas
would be: Bulletin boards, birthday displays, writing centers, center
tags, etc.

Health and Safety Practices

Any material that states “Keep Out of the Reach of Children” must be locked
up.  This statement can be found on most toothpaste, shaving cream, hand
sanitizer, etc.  First Aid Kits should be kept out of the reach of children, but
NOT locked up so it can be easily accessible in case of an emergency.
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Updated Policies

Setting up the Physical Environment: In the dramatic play area,   we removed
the requirement of having 2-3 gender specific dress up clothes for both men
and women.

FYI

- Look at the date from the Class Profile Report ESPECIALLY for the
returning children. In most cases you will want to show progression for
those children.  Example: Bella (returning child’s) Spring report shows
that she scored a 5 (Last Spring) on obj/dim 9d- Tells about another
time or place. Therefore, you would want to prompt Bella’s thought
process to ensure that she begins the Fall assessment at a level 5 on
preliminary levels, when scoring.

- When we are conducting CLASS, emphasis will ALSO be on the
Assistant as well as the Lead Teacher.  Look over CLASS information
and be prepared.  You may want to post notes in centers to help you
remember how to begin questioning.  (Why/How and building on the
answers to give continuous feedback.)

- When sending family projects home for completion, please do not refer
to these as homework.  Also do not give prizes or rewards to those
children that bring these projects back completed.

- Second Steps is to be completed on a weekly basis and documented on
your lesson plan under what lesson you are working on that week.
Every county should be working on the same week.

- On HATCH, if a child is terminated or disenrolled, please deactivate on
HATCH as well as TSG because the two are linked.
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